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My Early Years, My Education 
and My First Job

I was born in the north of England, in York, in 1942, during the Second World 
War. I lived with my parents in Reighton Avenue, which backed onto an Air 
Force base, and was therefore a target for enemy bombing raids.
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Fig. 1.1. RAF Clifton airfield, York, just after April 1942 Luftwaffe Raid. Red arrow shows my 
street and the blue arrow the airfield.
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I was told that a neighbour’s house received a direct hit but my family 
home survived.1 During those difficult war years we hosted some Canadian 
pilots in our home, and for six years after the war ended, during post- war 
austerity and food rationing, we received a magnificent food parcel from 
Canada every Christmas as a thankyou for our hospitality. For my mother’s 
70th birthday, in 1984, we flew her to Canada to meet those pilots and their 
families. In 1949, when I was seven years old, my father accepted a job in 
Sunderland (even further north) and so the family (now with a daughter, 
Margaret, three years younger than me) moved to this town known for 
shipbuilding and a football team that played at Roker Park. At the age of 
11, I sat, and passed, the 11- plus exam to get into Bede Grammar School in 
Sunderland, but also passed the entrance exam to the Royal Grammar School 
in Newcastle. This latter school was recommended to us by a friend of my 
mother, so this was the one we chose, and I started there in September 1953. I 
could have been a weekly boarder but we decided that I would be a day pupil. 
This meant travelling on the steam train every morning from Sunderland to 
Newcastle at 8.15 am followed by a walk up the hill to Jesmond and to the 
school. After school we took the 4.15 pm or 4.30 pm train back. There were 
about eight boys who travelled each day, and the train journey was where I 
learned how to play bridge, because that was how we passed the time on the 
train. Sixty- four years later, when I started playing golf midweek in Chalfont 
St Giles, I played with someone with a Geordie accent (Tim Linton), and as 
we played we chatted, and worked out that he was one of the boys from the 
train!

Relocation to Liverpool and Meeting a Beatle or Two

I attended the RGS for just three years because in 1956 we all moved to 
Liverpool where my father joined Huntley & Palmers (the biscuit maker) 
as Chief Engineer in their Huyton factory. To have further schooling in the 
private Merchant Taylors’ grammar school, which was the equivalent of the 
RGS in Newcastle, would have meant a tortuous journey across from south 
Liverpool, where we lived, to Crosby to the north of Liverpool. Rather than 
do that, I took up my 11- plus place at the Holt High School in Childwall, just 
a short cycle ride from our home, which I did every morning. During my 
two years of the sixth form there, I hooked up with my first girlfriend, who 
studied at the sister school, Childwall Valley, and we cycled together to and 
from school every day. We were a strongly linked couple for the whole of our 
time in the sixth form, and she was a beautiful redhead, a feature that has 
always attracted me. I guess we moved apart when I went to university, and 
we lost touch, but I certainly learned a little about relationships – though I 
still had a lot to learn.

From age 14–18, I did well at school, passing all but one of my O- levels 
(I failed Woodwork miserably when my practical- test toast rack fell apart!). 
One highlight of that year was that I shared a weekly lesson on the general 
paper with John Lennon – (need I say) of Beatles fame – from Quarry Bank 
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School, who was a really funny guy. He became a friend and a member of 
our ‘boys’ group’. My lasting memory of him was when our teacher asked 
us for the major news of the week, expecting the answer that Yuri Gagarin 
had been shot into space as the first astronaut. John had other ideas and 
voted for Buddy Holly and the Big Bopper being killed in a plane crash. After 
my success in my O- levels, I decided on science for the sixth form, where I 
went on to pass Maths, Physics and Chemistry at A- level, and Maths and 
Chemistry at S- level, with high- enough marks to earn me the Christopher 
Bushell Scholarship to Liverpool University. Meanwhile, in the same years, I 
played a lot of sport – rugby and cricket – for the school, and football for the 
Woolton St Peter’s Church youth club, with friends Peter Bevan, Ian Muir, 
George Moore and many others. Not only did we play sport together in the 
club, but we also ‘hung out’ in Reynolds Park, a small park in Woolton, onto 
which our house backed. (Incidentally, St Peter’s Woolton church youth club 
was the club that hosted the first- ever meeting of John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney in 1957 – and I was there!). Subsequently, John, Paul and George 
Harrison played as a skiffle group and entertained us at our youth club 
during our evening meetings, with John playing a washboard with thimbles 
on his fingers and George playing an upturned tea chest with a rope on a 
pole as a ‘double bass’. (There is no need to say what they went on to do – 
first in Hamburg and then in the UK – while I went to study chemistry at 
Liverpool University.)

Fig. 1.2. Alan and sister Marney as school children in Liverpool.
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Liverpool University: My Degree in Chemistry

My Introduction to the Performing Arts

Three years later, having worked very hard, attended lectures and done 
practical laboratory work, I had an honours degree in chemistry, but during 
those three years I also made some wonderful friends in Peter Hacket, ‘Mac’ 
Cowell and David Johnson, and I spent a lot of time with them in a house 
close to the now- famous Penny Lane. It was during that time that I moved 
into theatre activities, when I agreed to produce the annual Chemical Society 
Concert at Liverpool University. Sadly, the society was a bit short of talent 
that year, so I went along to the local theatre in Hope Street and asked a group, 
who called themselves the Merseyside Arts Festival Committee, to perform a 
sketch in the show. They chose to do a skit on My Fair Lady, featuring a rather 
posh lady coming to Liverpool and being taught to speak Scouse. ‘I tink she’s 
gorit’ was the punch line when the lady could say (in a Scouse accent) ‘De 
girl over thur with the fur hur’ and ‘De rain in Spain falls mainly on de plain’. 
The cast in this sketch were, at the time, young unknowns, but they are now 
all famous in different ways; they included Mike McCartney (Paul’s brother), 
Roger McGough (poet) and John Gorman.2 Another wonderful defining few 
weeks for me at Liverpool was when the local golf professional came to the 
Wednesday university sports afternoon and gave lessons. In three weeks he 
cured me of the most horrendous ‘slice’ that I had, so by the time I went to 
Tanzania I was playing off a 10 handicap!

Enrolling for a PhD at Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine 
(1963–1966)

After my degree from the chemistry department, I pondered what to study 
for my PhD and I was introduced to Professor William Kershaw (then 
Director of Parasitology at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine) and 
Dr Bill Crewe, a senior lecturer at the school. They said they had funding 
for a research project to determine how effective copper sulphate could be 
in the control of snails in Africa, and would I, as a chemist, take on the job? 
The incentive was a three- year contract leading to a PhD and a stipend of £12 
a week. I accepted, and moved into a small laboratory/study room at the 
school in Pembroke Place. The work involved breeding a snail colony and 
then testing whether copper sulphate would kill these snail species in glass 
containers, using different concentrations and different exposure times. It 
did not take long to breed the snails I needed in glass tanks in a warm room, 
nor to show that in fresh water, in a beaker, the chemical was lethal to snails 
at low concentrations of 1 part per million. But would the chemical kill snails 
in African streams and ponds? To answer this question, I altered the contents 
of the beakers to try to simulate African conditions by using different acidity 
and alkalinity of the water, by adding a mud layer into the beaker, and then 
introducing some aquatic plants.
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The initial results had been promising, because in the beakers of copper 
sulphate in clean water, snails succumbed and died quickly. However, in my 
simulated conditions from Africa, with added mud and plants, the copper 
sulphate was not as effective. It appeared that the copper sulphate was 
quickly precipitated as copper carbonate in any alkalinity and was adsorbed 
in the mud. This meant that the active copper ingredient was removed 
from contact with the snails and so did not kill them. My three years’ PhD 
research position seemed doomed within three months, because I could not 
see how the chemical could ever be successful in rural African water bodies. 
I appeared to have hit a dead end rather quickly.

The Move to Becoming a Parasitologist – a Life-changer

I discussed this rather depressing situation with Bill Crewe and he came 
up with a compromise solution. He suggested I should do a field research 
project and write a thesis on parasites of the snails in all the ponds around 
Liverpool. What a good idea!

Firstly, I did not know there were snails in the Liverpool ponds and cer-
tainly was amazed to find them riddled with parasites. I had no idea what 
species these parasites were, nor did I know, or could guess, what the final 
host would be. Still, I could try. Once the shape of my MSc thesis was defined, 
Bill suggested that I should attend some lecture modules (for example, the 
parasitology lectures designed for doctors studying for a diploma in tropi-
cal medicine) and also attend other parasitology lectures by the likes of Dr 
Clarkson, the veterinary parasitologist at Liverpool, who lectured on para-
sites of farm animals and pets, and Professor Bill MacDonald, the entomolo-
gist at the school, who covered every insect vector that carried the parasites 
of man and animals.

We cancelled the ‘copper’ contract but Professor Kershaw kindly 
promised financial support for one year during which I had to produce an 
innovative short thesis and pass the exams set for the different modules I 
had attended. If I was successful, then the school promised it would award 
me an MSc, so I would not go away empty- handed. This was not an easy 
task because I was rather short of biology expertise and spent a lot of time 
learning the names of all these parasites: schistosomiasis, onchocerciasis, 
the lymphatic filariasis worms Brugia malayi and Wucheraria bancroft, tape-
worms, and the soil- transmitted helminths (STH) – ascaris, hookworm and 
trichuris – to name but a few.

While I was struggling with breeding and maintaining a snail colony for 
my work, I received some unexpected help. One evening, when Professor 
Kershaw was arriving at Lime Street station after a day in London, he was 
mugged, and two young students from Canada who witnessed the attack 
went to his rescue. Sadly, one of the young men was struck by the mugger 
and lost an eye. After he recovered, Professor Kershaw suggested the students 
work at the school to earn some money, and one of them was allocated to me. 
He worked hard for me at a time when I was really quite depressed and rather 
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lazy. For a while, I spent more time across the road following the horses than 
I spent in the laboratory! That was until I met a beautiful young lady with 
bright red hair, Julia, and she agreed to be my girlfriend. She worked at the 
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, which allowed us to meet at break- and 
lunch-times. By then I had a small car, which was fortunate, because she lived 
the other side of the Mersey and we did spend a lot of time together outside 
of work. But, sadly, before our relationship could develop, nature intervened. 
About this time her father died, and she moved away to be with her mother in 
London, leaving me somewhat broken- hearted. Two years later, unbeknown 
to me at the time, Julia telephoned me at my office in Tanzania to suggest we 
get together again, but, sadly, she chose 1 May to phone and the office was 
closed for the May Day holiday and she did not try again. Three months later 
I was visiting London so wrote to her to suggest we meet up – but the letter 
I sent did not reach her until after I had made the visit due to her moving 
house! So there was no happy ending to this romance and I blame myself for 
not taking more positive steps to follow up and to foster that relationship.

Unlucky in love, but more fortunate in my science, in 1965 I was awarded 
an MSc in parasitology and entomology, and my classmate, Sheila, and I were 
the first students ever to get this degree. Today, both the Liverpool School of 
Tropical Medicine and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 
award more than 50 MSc degrees in various aspects of parasitology, public 
health and other related disciplines. We feel proud to have been the ‘guinea 
pigs’.

What to Do with an MSc in Parasitology – Take It to Tanzania

‘Wanted: A Biologist with an Interest in Chemistry’ (in Nature, 1965)

I did wonder what good an MSc in parasitology would be. Well, the wonder-
ful Professor Kershaw had the answer and he called me in to his study to 
show me an advert in Nature journal: ‘Wanted: A Biologist with an Interest in 
Chemistry to research snail control in Arusha in Northern Tanzania’.

‘There is no such thing as a biologist with an interest in chemistry who 
knows anything about snails,’ he said, ‘so you, as a chemist with an interest 
in biology and an MSc in snails, will be perfect for the job’.

I applied and was granted an interview in September 1965. The interview 
was in London, at Eland House, then the home of the Overseas Development 
Administration (ODA), and I went down on the train to meet three civil serv-
ants who looked at my CV and seemed to agree that, indeed, there was no 
other candidate with any snail experience matching mine. They asked me if 
I had any questions, which of course I did, but every question I asked about 
the research institute in Arusha, life there, working conditions and other staff 
members, were all answered in the same way:

‘Well, Mr Fenwick, Dr Hans Hopf should have been on this panel but he 
withdrew, owing to ill health, at a late stage; he is the expert scientist on our 
panel and would have been able to answer your questions; we cannot.’
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So, I left the interview none the wiser about Arusha and the Tropical 
Pesticide Research Institute (TPRI). There was no internet or Google in those 
days.

Admin Cock-up at the ODA

It was at least a month before I received a letter from ODA telling me that 
I had been successful in my application and was about to be appointed as 
a Malacologist3 Research Officer at the TPRI in Arusha (Postal address: PO 
BOX 3024, Arusha, Tanzania). But, annoyingly, I then heard nothing until the 
end of January 1966 when I received a letter from ODA saying that the post 
they had allocated to me had been taken by another candidate, but would 
I like to go to Arusha as a malaria expert and work on mosquito control? 
Tempting as this was, because I had nothing else on the horizon, I just felt I 
had to be honest and decline because I knew so little about mosquitoes and 
malaria. So what would I do now? I did nothing for a couple of days while 
I made up my mind. On my 24th birthday, 2 February 1966, I received an 
airmail letter from Dr Kay Hocking, Director at TPRI, saying, ‘Dear Alan, 
ODA have made their usual cock- up; please be patient while they put things 
right. We are excited to have you come to TPRI as a snail expert to work on 
snail control and schistosomiasis control.’

So I waited, and two days later I received yet another letter from ODA: 
‘Dear Mr Fenwick, having switched a candidate to another vacancy, we are 
now in a position to offer you the job as Research Officer (Snail Control) at 
TPRI. Please can you be ready to travel to Arusha on 4 July.’

I accepted the position, thrilled that the contract stated that I would be 
paid a handsome £1450 per annum, earn 5 days’ holiday in the UK for every 
month I worked, housing would be provided, and if I successfully served my 
first contract of 21–27 months I would receive a 25% bonus.

My Lifelong Career in Fighting Disease in Africa Begins, 1966

I did all the preparations, vaccinations against yellow fever and cholera, 
packing a trunk, etc., and waited for my air tickets to arrive – London to 
Nairobi on a British Airways VC10 and Nairobi to Arusha on an East African 
Airways DC3, where I would be met by staff from TPRI. The VC10 of course 
was a narrow plane by today’s standards, with three seats either side of one 
central aisle. It was ‘first come, first served’ seating in those days and hand 
luggage had to be placed on an open overhead rack.

I got on the plane early and grabbed a window- seat. The plane filled up 
until the only seat left was the middle seat next to me. At this point there was 
a rather loud discussion going on at the door between the airline staff and a 
tall young man carrying a large double bass. The air hostess repeatedly told 
him the instrument needed to go in the hold, and he was repeatedly saying 
‘No way, it is hand luggage’. Eventually, the flight attendants agreed that he 
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could travel with the double bass between his knees. And which seat did 
he have to take? – the one next to me! He sat down, and, to my amazement, 
on the cover of the double bass was written the words ‘Tropical Pesticides 
Research Institute, PO Box 3024, Arusha, Tanzania’. I asked if he was working 
there and he said he was, as an entomologist, specializing in mosquitoes; he 
was going on a two- year contract to control malaria by killing mosquitoes. 
(You couldn’t make it up!)

‘What are you doing there?’ he asked, and I replied, ‘Research into snails 
and snail control.’

‘How strange,’ he said, ‘they offered me that job even though I am an 
entomologist and had applied to research and control mosquitoes! But they 
switched a candidate to another vacancy and here I am.’ ODA efficiency at 
its best.

This was Jim Hudson, and he and I made it to Arusha where we would 
share an apartment for two years, working in laboratories next door to each 
other at TPRI. With this, the story of my work in Africa begins, and that’s the 
story I will now tell.

Notes

1 RAF Clifton was bombed in April 1942.
2 The Scaffold consisted of Mike McGear (Mike McCartney), Roger McGough and 
John Gorman.
3 Someone who studies molluscs.




